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We fear others we create an institution
of violence to protect us, but then we
fear the very institution we created for
protection1
Does the open interaction between military institutions and media outlets result in better
conditions for servicemen during their service and increase the overall quality of Armed Forces?
Not only in specific countries, but globally the military institutions such as Ministry of Defense
and the Armed Forces do not always have open communications with the media. Nevertheless, in
some cases, primarily with advanced armies, the open interaction between military institutions
and media outlets are considered to be one of the essential aspects that increases the quality of
those institutions and military bases. The transparent interaction and freedom of speech, media,
and press give the public an opportunity to not only be aware of the ongoing violations of
conditions in the army, but gives them the tools to demand better standards for the servicemen.
The media is not the only stakeholders that advocates for the protection of human rights in
military bases, on the same side of the argument Ministry of defense should be more transparent
and encourage the public to demand the change in the policy from the military institutions. Also
what should be noted the directors of non-governmental and civil society organizations provide
their fair contribution to the matter and came up with the monitoring and evaluation of both
activities conducted by ministry of defense and by the media sector of Armenia starting from the
2009. The contribution and cooperation of all stakeholders included become a vital aspect to
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build transparent defensive institutions which eventually will lead to the combat readiness and
powerful armed forces.
After secession from the Soviet Union in 1991, the creation of the Armed Military Forces was an
essential objective for the newly established Armenian Republic due to the ongoing armed
conflict with neighboring Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh and tense relations with its other
neighbor Turkey. Since its establishment, on January 28, 1992, the Armenian Military Forces has
experienced and gone through many changes both positive and adverse. The progress of
conditions for those participating in mandatory military service is evident, both by official
announcements of the Ministry of Defense of Armenia (MOD) and by the decrease in noncombat deaths not caused by the violation of the ceasefire regime with neighboring Azerbaijan
Republic.
Throughout this period, the Republic of Armenia has signed under multiple international
protocols and partnership agreement plans with The North Atlantic Treaty Organization 2 that
obligates it to provide high standard and protection of fundamental human rights for the
servicemen at the time of their service. However, do those protocols have an impact on the actual
situation in the military, and what is the role of the media?
One can make a case that after the development of communication technologies it is nearly
impossible to conceal the information regarding the situation in the Army from the public eye.
Clearly the government should provide necessary conditions for the media to be able to operate
freely and without obstacles. At the same time one of the arguments of the capstone also
concentrates on the other side of the coin: The media should be active on its own and seek the
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public’s and government's attention towards the disciplinary problems and issues that were and
currently are going on in the Armed Forces of Armenia. As in most post-Soviet states, there are
issues with hazing in the military, the roots of which goes back to the Soviet era. Hazing in the
Soviet Army was a phenomena referred to as “Dedovschchina” by military servicemen.
Also what do add up an importance to the issue and the current situation is the fact that Republic
of Armenia is currently in the middle of implementation of constitutional reforms which includes
the change of the form of Government shifting from the presidential system to the parliamentary,
meaning that the Parliament would take the leading role as a global decision maker in the
republic of Armenia. The parliament as the highest State body should take a responsibility of the
supervision over the protection of human rights in Armed Forces as parts of creation of more
combat-ready prepared military forces. The valid and sufficient parliamentary control may not be
obtained if there is no cooperation between parliament and the independent non-politically
affiliated bodies such as the military ombudsman. Also the importance relies on the reports
prepared by think tanks and Non-Governmental Organizations and the media coverage as all
factors are interconnected and create an equation for the further democratization and
development of the military forces.

Literature Review

Global and Regional Changes and Tendencies

Many scholars have argued that both domestic and international military systems have had to
face many changes and shifts after the end of Cold War3. The values and cultural aspects of
modern society have shifted and the Armed Forces of the specific country should face changes in
accordance with the needs and demands of society. Besides economic aspects and conditions the
Armed Forces and National Defense institutions should pay attention to “the impact of the
electronic media on public opinion and politics.”4 The development of the communication means
and electronics, in contrast with globalization have made a major shift in public perception
towards different issues. Public opinion has been influenced by many things such as human
rights and the idea that the public has an authority and a say in the political decision making
process. The developed and Western countries have faced many changes in 1990’s as an effect of
the major changes in public opinion globally. For instance, the United Kingdom have made
changes on legislative level and adopted law according to which “Ministry of Defense of United
Kingdom that homosexual activities are incompatible with service in the armed forces, and
homosexual personnel will be administratively discharged” (The British Journal of Sociology).
Unlike the developed countries the post-Soviet countries as well have the changes in the military
system in their domestic policy agenda. Some are in a phase of need for those changes in the
military infrastructure. Some countries have already begun the implementation of the changes
that would help to shift from the Soviet background. For this capstone the specific case would be
the Military institutions and the Ministry of Defense of Armenia as a post-Soviet state. The
major stakeholder here is the media outlets that in some cases may be the bridge for the
interaction of public, society with the Armed Forces and Military officials.
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The background on conditions in post-Soviet states (Dedovschina)
In the Soviet army and later on in Russia the term of initiation was also known as Dedovschina.
Having the reference to the Russian word for grandfather “Ded”5. In the Soviet Army the second
year servicemen were considered as the elderly of the base and were using the different hazing
practices as the initiation for the newcomers. The officers and high rank officials were not much
concerned with that situation and find that procedures as a normal and even in some cases
necessary.
Unlike most of the ex-Soviet countries, Armenia has tried to diversify its Military and defense
systems by planning and implementing the views and ideology of western structures. Also, the
freedom of media and press have made society sensible towards the issues of the Army and the
life of the servicemen which at it place have made an impact on the position of government and
the cooperation of military institutions with the public and media outlets.
The current on-going situation in the Russian armed forces might be considered as the army that
is affected the most by the hazing procedures caused by elder 2nd-year servicemen (day). Also,
the Russian Armed forces, the ministry of Defense and the President of Russian Federation have
shown the lack of communication and co-operation with the media outlets, NGO-s, and public
initiatives. Similar to other issues such as racism or hooliganism the public awareness is
considered as the valuable tool and steps towards the tackling the problem. At the same time, the
government did not address the issue of the initiation process hazing as they mostly try to
concentrate on the other matters and draw the public attention to other things.
This comment by Sergei Ivanov is an example: One other thing that concerns me are the
runaways, sometimes hundreds of kilometers, to so-called committees of soldiers mothers... In
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fact, there are hundreds of such committees, or even thousands. Who supports them, how they
live, that remains a big question.6
In Armenia the cases with the deaths caused by non-combatant situations have not been much in
the public discussion since the establishment of the Armenian Armed Forces and remained so till
the late 2000’s since when those cases began to receive the necessary but not sufficient attention
from the public, military officials and the judicial system. Despite having regulations agreed on
paper, on practice there are some military bases or specific Army officials that did not obey to
those regulations. Some studies for instance suggest the opposite and argue that Military officials
actually were hiding or were providing very vague information about the deaths and did not give
necessary details to the case. The study showing this goes back to 2011. Armenia freedom of
press index have not changed in the previous three years from 2014-2016 Armenia remained in
between the ranks of 74-78 and the global index have not shifted much. Also at the same time
the reports and investigations conducted by journalists and availability of information have
increased. The projects such as the safe soldiers for safe Armenia7, which is conducted by peace
dialogue NGO, have collected the data from the families of the death soldiers. One could argue
that society becomes more aware of the situation in the military bases and at the same time the
information remains available and without censorship from the government and military
officials. At the same time the number of civil and judicial cases have increased showing that
legal parties such as prosecutors are considering those cases to face full criminal justice if find
necessary.

“S. Ivanov: v Rossii ne budet otmenena prizyvnaia sistema” (S. Ivanov: the conscription system in
Russia will not be abolished), June 1, 2004 [online], http://www.gazeta.ru/cgi-bin/newsarc.cgi (retrieved
August 4, 2004).
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International Protocols and Agreements
In the past few years, Armenia has signed protocols and agreements according to which it is
obliged to provide specific changes towards the development of military and the life of members
of the armed forces. Some of those protocols are directed to the pluralism and transparency
addressed to media as mentioned in individual partnership action plan between Armenia and
NATO. Also according to the action plan Armenia would continue to train and raise the
awareness among the public officials for them to communicate with public and media outlets
effectively. At the same part, the plan suggests that Armenia is planning on improving and
continuing the ongoing co-operation with the international institutions such as the European
Council. From this scheme, one can conclude that throughout the time the Armenia have realized
the importance of the protection of the fundamental rights of the servicemen and how the media
could be a tool for it. From the same document, it is evident that Armenian officials are
determined to enhance the ties between society armed forces and increase the contribution to the
defense strategy of the Republic of Armenia. One could argue that Armenia would use the public
opinion and media outlets to develop and bring necessary changes to the Armed Forces that were
partly damaged by the influence of Soviet Union. Besides the Partnership plan with NATO,
Armenia has also enhanced their co-operation with the Council of Europe and signed protocols
that aimed to protect and defend the rights of the servicemen. Four sub-closes are targeted to
prevent the degrading treatment in the Armed Forces. The sub-closes prohibit the punishment
that includes degrading treatment, collective punishment and use of the authority provided by the
officers with the higher stance. These protocols show the shift of Armenia from the post-Soviet
stance in the Armed Forces and provide a long-term solution that would contribute to the whole

situation with the Military institutions as the state security in the region have been a major
concern since the independence.
Several international organizations such as the Organization of Security and Cooperation in
Europe have mentioned a lot of times in their reports over the democratic activity the necessity
of the cooperation of non-governmental organizations, media sector and the government.
The special councils have been assembled that are operating under the jurisdiction of the
ministry of defense. However, such bodies may be unnecessary as the monitoring mechanisms
should be independent of any governmental body, otherwise the effectiveness of the monitoring
would drop and at the end the Council could grow closer to the institutions it should have
monitored.8

The tendencies and numbers in Armenia
The protection of human rights has become a global perspective in the 21st century. As shown
before the global politics and opinion making have been circling around the protection of the
most fundamental human rights in any conditions. Various NGO’s have conducted researches
and projects aiming to monitor the situation over deaths in non-combatant situations and how
those deaths were related to the violation of fundamental human rights.
The reports based 2008- 69 deaths, approximately 59 of which were caused by none military
issues in NKR. 4 are hazing-related. No official source announces the death and gives a
description; the information is obtained from the soldiers who report about the situation to
NGO’s and media outlets.
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Tendencies started to change, 70% decrease in the hazing, an ombudsman appointed a new
specialized military adviser on the human rights defender's staff, military personnel convicted.
In 2009- The government reports seven deaths due to abuse and the prosecutor reports two
deaths caused by mistreatment. An additional number of suicides ad induced suicides. The
sources mentioned respectively six and eleven cases of suicides. Official tells the cases
"negligence" or "violations of breach of procedures of soldiers' relations."
According to the military prosecutor, during the first 11 months of the year, 38 military
personnel were convicted of hazing and related violations and 45 more cases were under trial.9
Official statement and report of ombudsman on the issue of hazing rose for the first time. The
report suggested that officials and government failed to register hazing procedures here. The
report tells 171 cases and showed that only 15-20% of hazing incidents were registered.
The upcoming reports show the increase of the governmental involvement and attempts that
tackles the hazing, but it still remained as a common practice in Army according to the interview
of the servicemen.
From the report one could argue that information over the deaths in military due to noncombatant situation have become a major topic of discussion and public discourse. The report
also includes the information regarding the conditions of the facilities in the military unit and
that many of the deaths have come from poor conditions. Also the number of public
announcements over the deaths during the service has increased over the past years. The number
of trials with the case of the hazing has increased over the past years as well.
Also at the same time the role of the Human Rights Defender (ombudsman) has been increasing
over the past years.10 The right of the Ombudsman to freely enter anyplace make him a unique
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mechanism to being able to monitor the state protected places and military bases. The objectives
and main activities of the Human Rights Defender consist of the following points:


Constant monitoring of human rights protection,



Dealing with citizens’ complaints,



Being a speaker for civil society,



Publishing reports on various issues, including those that are of interest for the armed
forces



Organizes visits to places where there are alleged or factual violations of criminal and
procedural rights, as well as rights of servicemen or their family members.11

The reports and press conferences conducted by the Human Rights Defender’s office give an
excellent material to work with.

Research Questions
The research concentrated mainly on the following purposed questions in order to have more
general understanding of the matter, the methods and the measurements that are in place and
contribute to the situation. The methodology and the approach of field study were chosen and
adapted considering the specifics of the questions.
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How transparent is the Ministry of Defense of Armenia?
The ministry of defense is the only stakeholder that had the first hand information over
all the issues at stake. The media outlets, journalists and NGOs rely on the information
that the Ministry of defense provide. Without the relevant information and description of
it the public would have a place to make the assumption which not necessarily would
mirror the reality. Recently Armenia has shown quite promising signs in the protection of
freedom of press and freedom of media making the positive case for the whole
government of Armenia. Compared to the other ex-soviet states (excluding Baltic States
Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia)12, as a part of my research questions I would also question
if the Armenian media and press outlets have developed enough to have impact on
military institutions and their work.



Is the media competent to provide the public with those cases of military misconduct
within military bases?
All the stakeholders involved in the issue and protection of human rights in the military
bases should play their role accordingly, that includes the media outlets. The media is the
integral stakeholder of the process providing a link between the public and the
government in this case the ministry of defense. If media is free and capable of providing
the necessary information to the public, the public presence in the policy making will
increase.



Is the media, through shaping public opinion, successful in spurring reforms and policy
changes within the military structure (Ministry of Defense)? From the first two questions
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arises the third one: the media has power and capability to influence the public opinion
one way or another. Further the more in scope of my research I also had focused on
question whether the public opinion is represented by media reports and articles and if the
media had done enough to approach to the ministry institutions and provide fair criticism
towards their work.

Methodology

To answer the purposed questions, several methods of research were utilized.
Data collection: The main strategy of the methodology of research was concentrated on the data
collection from various sources. The means of data collection were the interviews; among the
interviewed people there were directors of the Non-Governmental organizations, the editors of
media outlets, the ex-workers of ministry of defense and the family members of the victims that
have died under unknown circumstances while serving at Armed Forces. At the same time in
order to have generalization on the overall perception of the Armed Forces the specific survey
was conducted among the citizens who had previously served at Armed forces. The questions for
the interviews and the survey were chosen in coherence with the material that is presented in the
bibliography and literature review.

Survey for the ex-servicemen: The applicants were consisted of servicemen from the different
regions of service, different age group and different cultural and educational background.
Armenia’s Ombudsman appointed a new specialized military adviser to his office in 2008.This
was the first human rights actions regarding the military, therefore the groups were divided
before 2008 and after. At the same time, it is important to bear in mind that since protocols and
agreements between NATO’s Individual Partnership Plan and the Council of Europe were signed
recently, it have been relevant also be relevant to have a third group of servicemen who have
completed their military service recently.
Also, I had taken into consideration the location of the military bases where the interviewed
former soldiers have served. The decision of which base had been included was based on reports
and cases of non-combat deaths that have occurred according to the circumstances (e.g., poor
health treatment, hazing, etc.). The quality of the service facilities might be different based on
their geographic location, for instance the strategically important bases might have the high
standard facilities and equipment whereas in less strategically important bases might have poorer
quality equipment. With the same pattern I had applied to the disciplinary part of the research,
the quality and the preparation of the military crew (officers, officials) might be different from
one base to another. The information that comes from survey still is not sufficient enough to
make a precise case of military bases being different in quality of sanitary equipment and
disciplinary situation. Also I had conducted the interviews with the media representatives as
well; the media companies would be decided later on after the interviews with the military
officials. The military officials would be asked to name the most prominent media partners and
with whom they work the most. The discussion over the interview was mainly about their
general opinion over the relations between media and military institutions. Based on variation of

their answers and comparisons between the answers I had create more precise picture of what are
the actual relations between media and military. More precise description over the interviews is
followed in the upcoming section.

The interviews
While conducting the survey the number of applicants was not specified beforehand, overall
more than 30 ex-servicemen have written the application. The numbers of applicants also
included current servicemen due to unforeseen circumstances. But to achieve as much precise
information as possible considering the variety of sources I am initially planning to divide the
map of Armenia into regions in accordance so that every part would be represented.
The questions for the interviews are compromised considering the knowledge obtained from the
literature, and each group would have a specific question based on the human rights report of
state government reports of the particular years. The outreach towards the ex-servicemen would
be done by surveys or by direct contact with the ex-serviceman who currently studies at the
American University of Armenia.
The interviews with the public officials, workers of the military institutions such as the defense
ministry on the question of their co-operation with the media and public would be conducted.
The number of the interviewed person was limited or no more than one person.
Also, as a part of the research I had analyzed the speeches and official statements of military
officials regarding the issues presented as the central ones to understand their approach towards
it. Even if there is no any speech of any staff member mentioning hazing or poor medical

conditions, that also could drive to the conclusion that they do not pay attention towards the
issues. The outreach towards the officials or workers of ministry of defense will be done either
by directly by approaching the ministry of defense, or by approaching the ex-workers of ministry
of defense.
Third party that was interviewed is the representatives and editors of the media outlets to get the
insight from the professional point of view of the media representatives. The editors of the most
prominent media agencies that have worked in this specific field were targeted as the potential
people to interview. The interviewed people were the editors of mediamax news agency Ara
Tadevosyan, chief editor of Hetq media agency Edgar Baghdasayan and one of the co-editors of
Razminfo Karen Vrtanesyan.

Research Findings and Analysis

Media Sphere
Most of the interviewees, regardless of their professional field pin pointed at the non-sustainable
coverage of the murder cases or cases of human rights violations as not sustainable. Many media
specialists have pointed that in the 21st century the journalism is more about how fast occurred
event is covered. Speaking in the scope of the topic, the main activities that have been covered in
the media includes only the actual cases and the following actions of the stakeholders are not
taken into the account. Most media outlets do not cover the full case from the beginning till end;

instead they limit the coverage to the name of the victim, the place where the issue occurred and
the general description of the case. The follow up is missed by the media outlets. The later
investigation and the decision of court are not covered by the media agencies. The agencies face
different limitations in terms of coverage starting from the state bureaucratic procedures and
finishing with the lack of resource as the media outlets may be limited in terms of their human
and financial resources. To add upon that the court trials can make up long period of time and the
investigation of the criminal case may take time up to 10 years.
Besides the obstacles that are created by the complexity of the Armenian Justice System
journalist face the problems with their own investigation as they cannot in any circumstance visit
the military base or any institution working under the authority of Ministry of defense. Since the
cases in Armed forces are judged under the regular criminal code of Armenia. In this term the
case become more transparent as the public and media outlets in Armenia are free to follow and
cover the cases. Compared to the other systems that have a different court or tribunal responsible
for the trial, processing and executing the cases that appear under the service or in the military
bases, the Armenian system is more liberal as the Ministry of Defense has no obligation of being
a judge and making decisions on the cases that could have jurisdictional power and no higher
authority.
Another numbing factor is the only one source of possible information. In the 21st century media
outlets mostly rely on the different sources in order to verify the information, but being the only
source of information. “The society, in turn, would like to be informed about everything that is
going on in the country. Therefore, if the natural desire “to be informed” is not satisfied, people
tend to get bitter and believe the discrediting information or the different made-up versions, to

put it mildly. These situations are often created by state bodies that use different excuses in order
not to provide information, thus causing disinformation to be published”13
What also may appear as a clear obstacle for the media outlet to cover are the interviews with the
families of the victims. The topic of the discussion may occur as a sensitive issue that needs a
proper capacity of knowledge in the sphere of journalism and human psychology. Many editors
of different media agencies pointed on the issue of the sensitivity of the topic that makes the
clash between the society's right to know and the individual's right for privacy. It is evident that
this situation creates a necessity for the journalists that are specialized in this specific aspect of
the journalism and reporting.
The factors that speak in favor of free media and transparent Ministry of Defense are vital factors
for armed forces and Military Institutions to get trust from the citizens. However, the competence
of media is a must factor in the equation. The survey dedicated to the ex-servicemen includes a
separate question dedicated to the media reporting on the situation in the army. The question was
related to the situations and cases that do not include cases with the ceasefire violation. The
question is open-ended so the applicants could provide a better insight and be more flexible in
their responses.
Most of the responses have a common opinion that generally not much is hidden by the official
sources and that the media provide is of a high quality. Some answers still included the
statements such as ''not everything is told'' or ''Most of the news is true, but not everything is
reviled''. However, all answers included the statements speaking in favor of the media work
done. Some answers also have their positive stance on the coverage of the recent cases of
13
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violation of ceasefire happening in April 2016. Regardless of the place and time period of the
service the ex-soldiers of the Armed Forces had the common agreement on the competent
coverage of the cases in the Army.
The other contributing party to the protection of human rights and transparency of the
Institutions under the control of Ministry of Defense and the Armed Forces are the civil society
and Non-Governmental organizations. As a matter of fact, the NGOs and Civil Society
organizations can become great mechanisms of evaluating the media content for the matter.
Several NGOs provide the information on the matter that included the precise descriptions of the
cases and even more by giving the proceeding information about the case even when the court
hearing of the case begin. The difference between the NGO sector and the media outlets is the
specialization and the objectives of the organizations from two sectors. The NGOs are
specializing in the sustainable collection and analyses of the data. The data collection may take
up to several years. Meanwhile the media agency can waste no resources on following the cases
and after all the media provides the data to the NGOs to build their later data on.
However, regardless of the obstacles that have occurred in front of the media agencies some have
proven the reliability and competence of covering the essential issues in a crisis situation.
Several directors of non-governmental organizations emphasize the high professional approach
media agencies in intensive and high quality coverage of the April events.
“We would have been in an intangible situation if some media outlets were not as responsible as
they were during the April events”- The director of the Peace Dialogue Non-Governmental
Organization stated about the full scale attack on Nagorno Karabakh a year ago in the beginning
of April 2016.

The overall environment on the matter of which institution can impact the public opinion is
divided in three main players: Civil Society and Non-Governmental Organizations, the Media
outlets and the press and the third segment of players are the Ministry of Defense and the
institutions that are under the jurisdiction of MoD. These which are unequal in power, but more
or less, they are equal in terms of the opportunities they have. In case of malfunctioning of one
of the segments one or two of the others would take the advantage and turn the public trust in
their favor. However, there can be the case if the 3 parties coexist in harmony and eventually
lead towards the more developed armed forces and more empowered society.
The Public Sphere
The other segment at stake is the public sector or more precisely in this cases the ministry of
defense. The ministry of defense is the institution that possess the ultimate power of the
information and at any given point may consider any information as a vital part for the national
security and do not provide the information to the public.
What should be realized here is the geopolitical situation that the Armenia is currently in. The
Armenia on its own should develop a system that would be efficient in the current situation
regarding the frozen conflict over the Nagorno Karabakh dispute with the neighboring
Azerbaijan. The situation allows the state officials to put the mark “secret for the protection of
National Security.” Sometimes that mark could be put to the cases that have no direct impact
towards the contribution over the protection of national interests.
Armenia is part of many international agreements and organizations, including the direct
participation and influence of Armenia and the agreements that have executive aspect. Many
agreements indicate the vital component of transparency and competent public relations from the

side of the ministry of defense. The ministry of defense is the advocate of the military
institutions, their activities and is some cases are the connecting institution between the public
and the military sector. Aside from the international agreements, the ministry of defense has
implemented several structural changes and created different committees and institutions
objective of which are the monitoring of the situation in the military bases, the monitoring of the
soldiers psychological and behavioral condition.14
The actions initiated by both the international agreements and internal policies started to take
place in recent years. The actions of Ministry of defense by opening various institutions and
guiding documents such as Public Information of Armed forces and public information concept
paper both emphasizes the importance of further development of the public relations between
Armed Forces and Ministry of Defense. The plans aim to address the public awareness issues
and creation of the mechanism that if working correctly will precisely monitor the situations
going on in the Armed Forces and how to address them.
When comparing the actual opportunities, the public institutions are in an advantage as they have
a legislative power to come up with the decisions that they will find non-negotiable.

Survey and the Social perception
Survey Replies
• General information on place and time period of service
14
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• Have you witnessed the abuse of power by soldiers higher in rank while serving in the Army?
Yes/No Question, 53% answered NO
•If the Answer to the previous question is Yes, please provide some details. Details included
mild responses such as “That is a usual issue on all levels” and “only for disciplinary purpose”
•Did you get medical treatment whenever needed without any obstacles? Yes/No question 66%
of respondents answered Yes
•Have all sanitations requirements been in place during your service? Yes/No question 73%
percent replied negatively to the purposed question. The question included an open ended choice
in case of answering no some responses included the answers such as “They were late and
problematic to realize the need, but eventually we get some treatment” some pointed that those
were mild issues and there is no need for being upset
• Do you follow the news regarding the situation in Armed Forces and military bases? Almost
90% of respondents were following the news after they have finished their service. The question
as well included an open-ended option and the respondents replied with answers such as “60%
true” and “not everything is published”
The survey shows that most of the servicemen have a trust towards media. Considering the
circumstances that media faces many obstacles in terms of coverage of the criminal cases and the
coverage of the situation in military bases, the current result is quit of a high mark. Having the
only one source to rely on, the media agencies were capable of a comprehensive and competent
coverage of the events. At the same time one shall admit the work done by the Ministry f
Defense as the only source of information for media outlets. The results also show the

corresponding and professional cooperation going between these two direct stakeholders.
However the system of cooperation still has a lot of place of improvement and several loopholes.
However when considering the public perception one should take into account the fact that the
respondents to the survey were not the ones that of high capacity of knowledge regarding the
international protocols or the sanitary and disciplinary standards that should be met. Hence the
precise argument over the situation in the military bases could not be made. Also the precise
evaluation of the stakeholders (media, ministry of defense, NGOs) cannot be made as the facts
still can be left undisclosed both from public and from the Ministry of Defense.

The final take and current situation
The borderline between freedom and necessary limitation has become one of the most crucial
discourses over the previous years, accumulated by the information coming every side of the
equation: government (in this case military institutions) media and non-governmental
organizations. The essential collaboration between these three sides could lead towards the
proactive public control mechanism over the armed forces and military institutions. Currently the
Ministry of Defense of Republic of Armenia is in cooperation with the non-governmental
organizations, such as “Soldiers and Rights”. According to the interview with the directors of
Peace Dialogue Organization and Helsinki Citizens Assembly Vanadzor organization the
cooperation between them and Ministry of Defense has become much more effective and open.
However, still in some situations non-governmental organizations faces difficulties and obstacles
when working with Ministry of Defense such as long and ineffective bureaucratic procedures or
problems with statistical data provided. The further development of relations between NGOs and

public administration bodies should increase and at the same time some powers and abilities
should be provided to the civil societies to affect the defense sector’s regulations and policies.
The issues of the Ministry of Defense with the lack of trust and more in depth cooperation with
media sector and non-governmental organizations was noticed by the human rights defender,
more precisely the advisor of Ombudsman on issues of military servicemen and military affairs.
In 2009 with the support of legal experts from OSCE Yerevan Office the Ombudsman report on
the following issues were made:


lack of justification for choosing a specific form of disciplinary sanction,



failure to record violations of law,



ineffectiveness of appeal mechanisms,



condemnation of torture,



freedom of information and the confidentiality regime in the army15

In any case the Human Rights Defender and his office would play crucial role in the formation of
the strong public control mechanism.
Eventually the public control could become a democratic control mechanism is the way that
balances the civil-military relations. It would provide the necessary scheme to create combat
ready army that is ready to protect the civilians and at the same time be authorized by the
citizens. The society and the society should have the authority to influence and impact the

15

See Extraordinary Report on Human Rights Protection during Implementation of Disciplinary Policy in the RA
Armed Forces. The RA Human Rights Defender, Yerevan, 2009, http://www.ombuds.am/main/am/10/31/0/4/:

security policy and the way the armed forces.16 State should be able to democratically govern
and lead the military institutions and armed forces not the opposite17.

Limitations for Research

The diversity of the interviewed individuals: Interviewing the family members and mothers of
the victims: this point of limitation was an obstacle due to its sensitivity. Although the research
did include the interview with the family member of one of the victims, nevertheless the research
could have gained more diversity if there were more interviews with the family members of the
victim. By interviewing different people, the information would have been more diverse in terms
of provided the insight on how the situation on the matter had changed in the past years.

Inability to include the direct stakeholders: This applies only to the stakeholders that are
working in the Ministry of Defense. Although this obstacle was overcome by the interviewing of
the ex-workers, nevertheless the interview with the current workers would have added diversity
over the opinions.

The legal limitations: The interviews with the ex-workers of the military of defense. The
limitation that could not be overdone during the research was regarding the information that the
ex-workers could provide. The workers had faced the limitations prescribed by law as some of
the information could not been provided to the public due to National Security interests. This

16

A. J. Goodpaster, S. P. Huntington, “Civil‐military relations”, American enterprise institute for public policy
research, Washington, D.C, 1977, p. 31.
17
Article 2.1 of UN Charter. Available at: http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/index.shtml

limits the freedom of the interviewee to share their experience to the fullest and to contribute
more to the research process.

Lack of diverse sources: Another general limitation that can arise upon the topic is the lack of
diversity among the actual information sources. The media outlets in their coverage and the civil
society and non-governmental organizations in their reports heavily rely on the information that
is provided by the Ministry of defense. Whenever considering the research in this field the
limitations of this field in general put their shadow on the limitations of the research. All the
cases described and the policy cited in the research and capstone are coming from one first hand
source; the ministry of defense. However, this limitation could have been tackled by including
more opinion of the people involved which in the case of this research were the individuals who
had served for the Armed forces.

Methodological limitations

Self-reported data: The large part of the information obtained and the situation described is
self-reported data. Some of the participants of the survey may have problems of recalling the
memories or reporting the cases with the specific bias. Moreover, the survey contained the
question where the one should have got some background knowledge on the international
agreements and laws according to which they should have been treated during the service. For
the further initiatives of the research over the topic it would be more convenient to provide

background information to the participants of the survey so they be more critical while
answering to the survey question.
Size of the sample: The strong statistical analyses or data require larger contribution. The work
is limited for the individual to obtain the first hand data with the limited sources. The research
might rely more on the secondary data which discredits on its behalf the initial research done by
the individual. The possible prospect for the future research might be the larger target group for
more precise data and analyses.
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Appendices
Find the results of close ended (Yes or No) Questions attached; the open ended questions were
described in Findings and analysis Section

Find the Captions of the notes from the interviews attached:

Notes of interview with Armine Sadikyan: Director of Helsinki Citizens Assembly Non-Governmental
Organization:

Notes of Interview with Tsovinar Nazaryan, whose brother died under unclear circumstances while
serving at Army

Notes of interview with Vahram ter-Matevosyan: Assistant professor at American University of Armenia
Areas of specialization: Turkish domestic and foreign policy, Regional Security, Conflicts in the postSoviet Space.

Notes on interview with Edgar Khachatryan: director of Peace Dialogue Nongovernmental Organization

Notes on interview with Edgar Baghdasaryan: Editor at Hetq news agency

Notes on interview Ara Tadevosyan- Editor at Mediamax media agency
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